Memorial Gifts

Freddie Jenkins in memory of all the Jenkins & relatives
James Lehman in memory of the Ross & Smith Families
Ann Newman in memory of Hoyt & Peggy Aaron
Ms. Laura Keller in memory of Ms. Pearly Adam
E. Thompson in memory of Mrs. Pearlie Adams
Ms Michelle Adrian in memory of Elliot & John Adrian
Diane Panzini in memory of Dorothy Aldrich
Dr Lois Allen in memory of Dorthy W. Allen
Concepcion Gandara in memory of Carmen Almanza
Yvonne Amazeen in memory of Charles B Amazeen Jr.
Beatrice Fratson in memory of Julius Anderson
Frank Gaudenzi in memory of Ann Andreas
Mr Paul Appel in memory of Arline Appel
Dale Twigg in memory of Eva Areias
Ms Vickie Arimes in memory of Anna H and Nick D Armita
Peggy Armitz in memory of Charles Armitz
Peggy Armitz in memory of Edgar Armitz
Ronald Auteri in memory of Peter & Edith Auteri
Sharon Auterin in memory of my Mother, Omma B. Rice
Cindy Myers in memory of Mr. C Holden Bachner
Ms Deborah Yorts in memory of Lois Baker
Mr. Dave Aman in memory of Melville Bancroft
Mr & Mrs. Richard Case in memory of Melville Bancroft
Mr & Mrs. Clayton Olen in memory of Melville Bancroft
The Kolaczky Family in memory of Melville Bancroft
Dorothy Griffen in memory of Melville Bancroft
Mr. & Mrs. John Kelly in memory of Melville Bancroft
Linda Lattuca in memory of Melville Bancroft
Jim Leo in memory of Melville Bancroft
Mr Michael Magee in memory of Melville Bancroft
Chris & Susan Marrin in memory of Melville Bancroft
John M McMahen in memory of Melville Bancroft
Barbara Pickering in memory of Melville Bancroft
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Silver in memory of Melville Bancroft
Ms. Theresa Swanson in memory of Melville Bancroft
E. Zwick in memory of Melville Bancroft
Kathy Barnett in memory of Eddie Barnett
Mary Barr in memory of Lenore Barr
Mrs Barbara Dua in memory of Elisa Basch
Albert Bechtel in memory of Wayne Bechtel
Jack & Georgia Starr in memory of Henry Tilden Bechtel
Ms Eleanor Schmitt in memory of Sheri Billings
Lakeram Dharry in memory of Eltisra Bisnauth
Harold Blaiock in memory of Pastor Sheilli & Mary Blaiock
Ms Patricia Boswik in memory of Linda Bllemiler
Norm & Mavis Kennedy in memory of John Bobb
Ms Mary Wilkins in memory of Dick Bocken
Maria Boden in memory of Michael Boden
Janice Zawasky in memory of Margaret Boos
Mrs Bertha Franzek in memory of Robert Booth
Sonja Ferrea in memory of Evelyn Bos
Roy & Barbara Sleeman in memory of Daniel Botturis
Charles A & Susan Morgan in memory of Margaret Boucher
Melba Allnurs in memory of our Mother, Dorothy Bowens
Raymond Bowers in memory of Gladys Hannah Bowers
Mary Bowman in memory of Arthur R Bowman
Ms Dianne Brussell in memory of Allen Brassil
Ms Tina Brausch in memory of Robert Joseph Brausch
Mr. Raphy Brough in memory of Margarette Braulw
Mrs Marie Bray in memory of Mr. Bun Benton Bray Jr.
Margaret Crouthers in memory of David Breen
Kevin Pniest in memory of the Pena & Brennen Families
Evelina Bridgewater in memory of Malcolm Eugene Bridgewater
Leggett in memory of Robert Bridge
Ms Lottie Nelson in memory of Bessie Brill
Paul De Vroeg in memory of Shannon De Vroeg & Brokaw
Mr Tharena Brooks in memory of John Irwin Brooks
Phillip Morris in memory of Stephen & my special brother
Elizabeth Brown in memory of Robert Taylor Brown
Mr Gary Bunner in memory of Pauline Bunner
Ms Barbara Burgess in memory of John C & Jeffrey T Burgess
Bonnie Burgess in memory of Pauline & Edward Burgess
Ms Elizabeth Burton in memory of Miriam Burton
Mr. R Caldwell in memory of Mrs. Regina Kraft Caldwell
Owana Cant in memory of Michael "Mikey" Cant
Patricia Cargan in memory of Madelaine & Willard Cargan
Ms. Johnnie Kasing in memory of Dr. Robert Carman
Sadie Clark in memory of Helen Carns
Mr Robert Carter in memory of my mom, Helen Carter
Bettylu Carter in memory of Nicholas Carter
R Cartongay in memory of Lucy I Cartongay
Mary Castongay in memory of Joe Chase
Mr Mario Chavez in memory of my brother, Efron Chavez
Mr Joseph Chelain in memory of Mrs. & Misses
Ms Janet Bullock in memory of Marvin S Cherry
Agnes Chrans in memory of Harry W Chrans
Ruth Newmans in memory of Jesus Christ
Jay Cassidy in memory of our dog, Christian
Mary Haggerty in memory of my mom, Mrs. Myron, Mary Haggerty
Mr Allan Halbert in memory of Ed & Mary Clark
Mrs. Madgel Cleveland in memory of John Cleveland
Bob Outland in memory of Shirley Ray Collins
Kathleen Bayl in memory of Gilda Couto
Dr. Paul & Elizabeth Bount in memory of Jean A Crosby
Mr & Mrs Richard Crowell in memory of Mrs. Marilyn Crowell
Lucius Danby in memory of Mrs. Inez C Danby
Gerald De Souza in memory of Reria, Percy, David, Jay, Dale, De Sun
Ms Florence Ursu in memory of my son, David
Hugh Davis in memory of Jeannette A Davis
Mr Daniel Sears in memory of William Darmomon Davis III
Don Dombrokas in memory of David Dick
Raymond Hocky in memory of Mary
Lucile Dickerson
Mr Charles Dismer in memory of Da Rose S Dismer
Mrs Jeanette Albright in memory of Mary V.
Winfred E. Dobyns
Diana Modesty in memory of Nell & Jc Dollar
J Alan Donnell in memory of Beverly Jane Donnell
Ms Jeanne Ritzmann in memory of Henry & Jeanette Dreyer
Ms Jeanne Ritzmann in memory of Elizabeth Dreyer
Mr John Duckworth in memory of Norma Duckworth
Mrs Thomas Durham in memory of Thomas H Durham Jr.
Ms. Diane Durish in memory of Joseph F & Dorothy A Durish
Mrs Brigida & Konrad in memory of Ross, Josephine, Elizabeth
Mr Larry Hennessy in memory of Scott Johnson & Ellen Fliss
Ms Mary Elsea in memory of Jim Elsea
Mr William Epp in memory of Frances H Epp
Mr Tim Eversdon in memory of Olaf Eversdon
Beverly Ladsinsky in memory of John Evrard
Mr & Mrs Maurice Cronin in memory of Barbara Faber
Barbara Commoncout in memory of James Donald Fagan
Rene Baskens in memory of the Blankenship family
Mr G Capps in memory of the Capps family
Mr John Detwiler in memory of Deteume family
Alfredo Perez in memory of the Perez family
Ms. Velda Fannon in memory of Morris Fannon
Dorothy Bok in memory of Paul Feiker
Sibyl Jones in memory of Tevis C Ferguson
Mathew Matheny in memory of Lee Ferguson
Mr Blake Field in memory of Blake & Dorothy Field
Mr & Mrs Carol Wolfe in memory of Jeff Felds
Rowland Fronek in memory of Antoine D Fillor
Chris Flemmang in memory of Captain L.A.
Flammang USCNG
Ms Nona Flemming in memory of Jack Flemming
Walter Brown in memory of 2nd Lt. William Flynn
Mike Hinde in memory of Andrew Ashley Ford
Ms Bertha Franzek in memory of John J Franzek
Ann Shaw in memory of Frank G. Shaw
Kelli Gallagher in memory of Betty T. Gallagher
Kelli Henderson in memory of Betty T Gallagher
Frank Gaudenzi in memory of Joyce Gaudenzi Ota
R.G. Christopher in memory of P P Gibson
Bonnie Burgess in memory of Mayme & John Gillespie Jr.
Bonnie Burgess in memory of Bonnie & Thurston Gillespie
Ms. Dennis Cola in memory of Erusia Girardi
Madeline Girardin in memory of Andrew P Girardin
Shirley Giulani in memory of Dr. Louis J Giulani
Vernon Glaevert in memory of Margaret T & Fred Glaevert
Ms Murla Field in memory of Chester Golden
Mr. Ruth Childow in memory of Scott Guiler M. D.
Dr. Karen S. Gulledge in memory of Mrs. Mae Gulledge
Tom & Barb Narwood in memory of Lorraine I Gumowski
Mr Thomas Hagy in memory of W F Hagy, Jr.
Debra Smith in memory of Grandpa Pete Hamilton
Ruby Hampton in memory of Joseph Edwin Hampton
Mrs Stanley Handman in memory of Emily Handman
Ms Patricia Keels in memory of W.R. & Harry H. Keels
Ms Emma Lentz in memory of Pastor Allen Hartfield
Harvey Smyth in memory of Sarah Ross Harvey
Eileen Haun in memory of deceased members of Haun Family
Ms Barbara Brown in memory of Jim Havagans
John Hawk in memory of Hazel M Hick
Ms Ronnie Whitsel in memory of Kim Heath
Mr & Mrs Timothy Cotter in memory of Eleanor Helton
Mr Louis Grisett in memory of Robert L Hendricks
Mr Robert Henson in memory of Else Baarsens Henson
Mr Thomas Haun in memory of Joan Louise Henwood
Mr George Hesterberg in memory of George Christian Hesterberg
Elizabeth Lazeky in memory of Lilian Hodge
Lorna Holcomb in memory of Dale P Holcomb
Patricia Howard in memory of Robert C Howard
Lynda Ochs in memory of Joseph Hudick
Ms Connie Hurst in memory of Mr. & Mrs. Garn Hurst
Glenna Roof in memory of my husband
Jeanne Johnson in memory of Nancy Joan Hypes
Sanong Haney in memory of Grandpa & Grandma in Thailand
Steve Brill in memory of Richard J. Dick Berkers
Ms Patricia Gaburo in memory of Richard A Jarrett
Mr Florian Hocke in memory of my parents, Max & Jean Hocke
Mr & Mrs Alan Mansfield in memory of Walter & Julia Johnson
Mrs Nancy Beuchamp in memory of Pledger Jones
Scott Jones in memory of Johnny Johnson
Mr Thaddeus Dick in memory of my mother, Marilyn
Joy Dick
Ms Eleanor Jones in memory of Jean F Judd
Thomas Bell in memory of Mary "Mickey" Jumper
Kurt & Susan Butefish in memory of Mary "Mickey" Jumper
Mr A Edward Headlee in memory of Mary "Mickey" Jumper
Kurt & Mary Ellen Kangas in memory of many
Mr "Mickey" Jumper
Kim Rozanski in memory of my mother, Mary Jumper
Mr. John Yaquaint in memory of Mary "Mickey" Jumper
Steve Brill in memory of Kathleen Kay Kappel Bauer
Troy Williams in memory of Marion Dorie Keegan
Mrs Marylou Finlayson in memory of Curtis E
Troy Wilkerson in memory of Marion Dore' Keegan
Steve Brill in memory of Kathleen Kay Kappel Bauer
Troy Williams in memory of Marion Dorie Keegan
Mrs Marylou Finlayson in memory of Curtis E.
Orrin L Keener
Mr Glen Kegeley in memory of Bonnie Kegeley
Michael Kelly in memory of Joseph L Kelly
Mike Leggett in memory of Sondra "Micki" Kelty
Ms Vilma Klein in memory of Leo Klein
Kathy Jakubowski in memory of Bob Knapik
Mrs Janet May in memory of Fred V Knecht
Jacqueline Park in memory of Stella Korabek
Mr. & Mary Le Gare in memory of Nettie Kowalski
Ms Hilda Ross in memory of Evalana Lane
Don Schaefer in memory of Steven Lautenslager
Amy Schill in memory of Steven Lautenslager
Neal Lauer in memory of Mitsuko Lauer
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Mr Murray Lawrence in memory of Mae Lawrence
Vilma Layne in memory of Doris Layne
Carol De Sanctis in memory of Mildred Leake
Michael Webb in memory of Mildred Leake
Kevin Lear in memory of Jean Lear
Mr Stan Krahn in memory of Darrell Lee
Ms Rosalie Flood in memory of Virginia Lee Smith
Scott Jones in memory of Sammy Leedy
Lorraine Leftwich in memory of Paul W Leftwich
Mr Barry Lepera in memory of Dominick F Lepera
Ms. Cynthia Goodman in memory of Elaine Lester
Mr George Lull in memory of Joyce Lewis
Nan Pack in memory of Bonnie Lou Lewis
Thomas & Janet Denbow in memory of A Lintz Sr.
Bruce Hill in memory of Albert A Lintz Sr.
C H Martin in memory of Clarence Lintz Sr.
Joseph Cashore in memory of Margaret Lochner
Shirley Dooley in memory of Rev. David Looney
George Berg in memory of Edward B. Lopez III
Mr & Mrs Ramzi Loqa in memory of Jane & Jabbour
Mrs June Chameyevsky in memory of John G Lutz
Loretta Lutz in memory of Harold J Lutz
Charlotte Jeter in memory of Charlotte M. Garnett
Barbara Votta in memory of Jennie Macioce
H. Moelmann in memory of Nancy Medley
Susan Rossman in memory of Kim Marie Heath Maney
Walt & Mary Rogers in memory of Alan Margot
Shirley Lequuin in memory of Lisa Marie Vidrio
John & Pat Hack in memory of Helen Marr
Deborah Rambach in memory of Harold Martin
Noreen Matura in memory of Dennis A Matura
Mr Harold Kosier in memory of Nora Mauldin
Bobby Mayton in memory of Cleve & Emma Mayton
George Patal in memory of Lula Kay Patal McCartney
Jack McCarthy in memory of Giles J McCarthy
Mrs Barbara Mitchell in memory of Robert McDonough Jr.
Ms Grace McCaughey in memory of William McCaughey
Dr. Karen S. Gulledge in memory of Mrs. Eleanor Mercer
Mr James McGinley in memory of Jack McGinley
Mr James McGinley in memory of Leo F McGinley
Ms Satunina McJunkin in memory of Mr. Charles McJunkin, Jr.
Mr William McMullen in memory of my dad,
William McMullen
Linda Lewis in memory of Mrs. Ruth Meier
Mr. David Green in memory of Mrs. Betty Mercier
George Minkel in memory of Nancy Minkel
Mrs Evelyn Utke in memory of Craig Harvey Merrell
Mr & Mrs Joseph Serrazzato in memory of Pietro & Filomena Messina
Mr George Meyer in memory of John A Meyer
Susan Meyer in memory of Norma O & Andrew C Meyer Sr.
Mr & Mrs Tommy Brousard in memory of Elise Michel
Juan Miller in memory of Gail Gill
H Rendfrey in memory of Bob & Joan Miller
Mrs Winifred Marion in memory of Mr. Charles Mognone
Ms J Molini in memory of Anne Molini-Fitch
Buzz & Doris Brennan in memory of Tom Monaghan
Mr Earl Mortenson in memory of Flossie Mortenson
Mabel Chowdhury in memory of my mother
Walt & Mary Rogers in memory of Joyce MacLeod
Debra Lacasse in memory of our mothers
Jerry Mueller in memory of Shir Lee Mueller
Mr Al Mulleneaux in memory of Barbara Mulleneaux
Mr Herschel Wickert in memory of Herbert & Dorothy Murphy
Ms George Collins in memory of Teresa Nance
Mr Charles Akers in memory of Rev. William
Nathaniel Podaras
Mrs. Shirley B Nauss in memory of my husband, Jim Nauss
Ms Maxine Neal in memory of Norman Neal
Shirley Hubbard in memory of Iva Needham
Mrs Jack Newland in memory of Barbara Newland
Mrs Ruth Niblack in memory of Harrison Niblack
Paul Wasnak in memory of Marie Nicholas Wasnak
Eve Windisch in memory of Dan Nicholson
Mr Anthony Ngo in memory of James & Maria Ngo
Mr Robert McCarthy in memory of John Olzsk
Mrs Nancy Grana in memory of Steve Owens
Judy Barick in memory of Pearl M Pacchioni
Edward Parke in memory of Edward Peck
Mr Leighton Panter in memory of Sara Panter
Pam Lord in memory of Ashlynn Parkhill
Harry Lewis in memory of James Claude Parks
Wanda Yeager in memory of Ldr. Richard E. Parks
Mr & Mrs Howard Partin in memory of Howard C Partin
Mr & Mrs Howard Partin in memory of Bell Partin
Pat Mann in memory of the Appalachian people
Shirley Hubbard in memory of Eva Perry
Ms Marie Peterson in memory of Pete Peterson
Ms Edna Britton in memory of De Phelps
Marie Kosten in memory of Viola Pierson
Linda Pike in memory of Jimmy Pike
Mr William Prescott in memory of Christopher Piper
Mary Hoag in memory of Gail & Walt Rasans Jr.
Onsa Pollock in memory of Zachary Pollock
Mrs Carol Heinz in memory of Ginger Posey
Gary & Sarah Potts in memory of Wayne F Potts
Jane Curtbelo in memory of Ben Preville
Donald Robinson in memory of Marion Barth-Work
Project Johnson County Ky
Patricia Durr in memory of Joseph E Pulzine I
Ms Sue Barnett in memory of Richard Reed
Mrs William Reed in memory of William H Reed
Dr. Kristen S. Rhodes in memory of Mrs. Mano & Rhyme
Eileen Mackey in memory of Samuel, Kathleen, John, Richard & Donald Mackley
Mr Roger Richardson in memory of Chester Richardson
Johnny & Vicky Robertson in memory of John & Kathleen Robertson
Doris Robinson in memory of my husband,
Marion Robinson
Mrs Geraldine Rolfsen in memory of William Rolfsen
Mr Michael Romeo in memory of Marie & Leonard Romé
Ms Ruby Romburg in memory of Winfields S Romburg
Mrs Evelyn Rose in memory of William E Rose
Jackie Fowler in memory of Lucille & Vernon Rowell
Ms Florence Rutlandcutter in memory of Mrs. Ferne Runner
David Russell in memory of George & Sally Russell
John & Dana Munoz in memory of my mother, Alma
Ruth Choppe
Ms J Rutter in memory of Jeanette P Rutter
Mr Marijo Rydell in memory of Harold E Rydell
Mr Robert Ryina in memory of Mary K Ryina
Mr Cosmo Dilluco in memory of Catherine & Salvatore Ditucco
Tim McLeod in memory of Willie Mae Sappington
Mr Frank Sarini in memory of Lawrence L Sarini
Mr & Mrs Steven Smith in memory of Dolores M Sauter
Ms June Schaefer in memory of Henry E Schaefer
Fredrick Ingram in memory of Mr. & Mrs. G W. Peasants Jr.
William & Doris Schlein in memory of Rebecca Lynn Schlenk
Barbara Drake in memory of my sister, Janet Schmal
Ms Peggy Schneider in memory of Lisa Brengle Richeimer
Diane Novak in memory of my father, Claude Scott
Mrs Brigeda Salerno in memory of Ann & Anthony Scozzaro
Robert & Rose Balander in memory of William Sedlacek
J Sellers in memory of Emily Sellers
Mrs Elizabeth Lane in memory of George Seltzer
Helen Witte in memory of June Shepherd Kopp
Bette Elliott in memory of Dr. Cefar Sherman
H Gordenier in memory of Ljt. 6 John Sherman USN
Mrs Zekears Holpin in memory of Barbara Ann Shutt
Mr Albert Jodon in memory of Alice L Simon
Richard Kasmer in memory of Elwood L Skatrud
Yvonne Michko in memory of Ronald & Kurt Sklenar
Yvonne Michko in memory of Kurt A Sklenar
Mrs George Curry in memory of Edward Skriner
Susan Dismuke in memory of John M Slappey
Mr B Michaud in memory of Billy Smith
Dale Twigg in memory of Myrtle Smith
Mrs Roger Smiley in memory of Dr. Roger P Smiltey
Ms Charlotte Robinson in memory of Billy Snyder
Mrs George Stokoe in memory of George Stokoe
The Carters in memory of James & Imalee Spillman
Phyllis Jundt in memory of Michael Starich
Ms Nancy Stetson in memory of Kenneth F Stetson
Karen Kroek in memory of Mary A Stone
Jannys Story in memory of Felton O Story USMC
Marion Strack in memory of Walter Strack
Janice Strohssnitter in memory of Joey Strohssnitter
Louis Reese in memory of your sugar
Mr John Sutter in memory of Ollie Jean Sutter
Mrs Barbara Tangora in memory of Paul Tangora Jr.
Carol Tasso in memory of John and Anna Tasso
Mr Amet Taylor in memory of Eugene Taylor
Benton Taylor in memory of Rev Benton Warthen
Mrs Naomi Terry in memory of Rev. Thomas A Terry
Fay Stohrer in memory of Anna Thurman
Mr W Paul Henderson in memory of Marvin Trammell
Mrs M Nebel in memory of Kaeli & Hans Treiber
Regina Donald in memory of my mother, Harry Veal
Dorothy Vesil in memory of Susan Vilsil
Victoria Wager in memory of Frances Wager
Mae Walden in memory of Alden Walden
Charlotte & William Walker in memory of my daughter, Ann
William Wallace in memory of Lois Ann Wallace
Beryl Walp in memory of Walter & Gladys Walp
Paul Wasnak in memory of Greg Wasnak
Paul Wasnak in memory of Harry Wasnak
Mr & Mrs Carol Arnold in memory of John Watson Jr.
Mr. Frank Kocota in memory of Doris B Watson
Ms. Nancy Putney in memory of my aunt
Doris B Watson
Mrs Donald Roberts in memory of George Weinhold
Doris Robinson in memory of Tommy & Thelma Wells
Mr Gary Wensel in memory of Linda Zuckerman Wensel
Mr D Wetmore in memory of Caroline C Wetmore
Ms Marilyn White in memory of Robert Amos White
Captain Q. Wilhelm U. S. N. in memory of Gretchen Wilhelm
Mr. Jack Martin in memory of Mrs. Clairee Willis
Maggie Merlo in memory of John M Winkle
Ms Phyllis Martin in memory of Tony Winn
Mr & Mrs Howard Partin in memory of Lela Mae Wise
Mrs Thomas Miller in memory of John William Withrow
Mrs Dolores Witkowski in memory of Allan Witkowski
John Wolf in memory of Mr. & Mrs. John H Wolf Sr.
Mrs Lola Gares in memory of Edward Wolfmeyer
Mr Charles Wrede in memory of Charles E Wrede Jr.
Virginia Wright in memory of Fredrick W Wright Jr.
Mr Duane Yoder in memory of Viola E Yoder
Kay Young in memory of Yvonne Kay Young
William Edwards in memory of Jenny Zartman
Eleanor Zidak in memory of Michael & Mary E Zidak
Eleanor Zidak in memory of Michael & Mary E Zidak
Mr Stephen Jendracks in memory of Miss Judy
Vivian Lee in memory of Harlan
Michael Stephens in memory of Edward Morgan
Visit appalachianhome.org for Christmas gifts that “Give and Give and Give”